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CHAPTEE II.
THE NATURE OF THE TOWEIt TO TAX.

In

of three distinct departments of the government, and the apportionment of power between them, the authority to tax necessarily falls to the legislative. This is manifest
from the slightest consideration of what taxation is. It is the
the creation

making of rules and regulations under which the necessary revenues for all the needs of government are to be apportioned among
While the principles of the
the-pcoiile and collected from them.
British constitution remained unsettled and in dispute, the authority to lay and collect taxes was claimed for the executive, but
only as a branch of the supreme authority, which was his by divine right, to rule at discretion.' When this arrogant claim was
repudiiitcd and abandoned, it became one of the most inflexible
of government that the executive could levy no taxes
whatsoever except in the execution of laws that had been made
Indeed, the princiiDle goes farther than this.
for his obedience.
pi-inciples

It

a

a

is,

grant of the people who are taxed, and the
grant must be made by the immediate representatives of the peoAll revenue laws in Great Britain must, therefore, originate
ple.
with the popular house of parliament;
body very tenacious of
that taxes are

its privileges, and disposed to class

as revenue

even indirectly, bring revenue to the state.*

laws whatever will,

Following this pre-

is

it

;

it
is

'

is

" This power," said tlie attorney general in Hampden's Case, "
innate
in tlie person of an absolute king, and in the person of the kings of England.
of nature and obedience and subjection,
All magistracy,
of nature.

3

7;

is

is

is

not any way derived from the people, but reserved unto the
This power
king when positive laws tirst began. For the king of England, he is an
absolute monarch; nothing can bo given to an absolute prince but what
inHo
herent in his person. He can do no wrong.
the sole judge, and we
ought not to question him. Whore the law trusts, we ought not to distrust."
llallam's Const. Hist., ch.
State Trials, 836; Broom's Const. L., 306, and
=
4

noles.

Bl. Com.,

is

permitted

to

§

1,

;

;

Inst., 20

1

169 Vattel, b.
ch. 20,
241.
The house of lords
amend money bills, and the commons deny the power
even to reject them. See resolutions of 5th and 6th July, 1860.
not
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constitution requires all bills for raising revenue to originate in the house of representatives/ and there are
corresponding provisions in the constitutions of nearly one half
the states.*
While such provisions are of little or no importance
cedent, tHe federal

in this country, where the members of both branches of the legislature are equally responsible to the people, the requirement that
executive officers shall confine themselves strictly to executive
duties, is one of the most valuable principles of the government.

Indeed, the division of the powers of government is the most important of the checks and balances by means of which the benefits of orderly government are secured and perpetuated ; and the
least encroachment by one department on the powers of the other
is usurpation, for which the law is supposed to provide the adeExecutive and ministerial officers enforce the
quate remedy.

in doing

they must keep strictly within the
authority those laws confer, and they cannot add to or vary, in
the slightest degree, any tax lawfully levied.^ They neither have,
tax laws

;

but,

so,

"roving commission to levy and collect taxes
from the people without authority of law but [they] can only
do so in the manner prescribed by the law, which should be the
* * in
governing rule for their conduct in levying taxes
nor can have any

all cases."''
itself, as

So inflexible is this rule, that even the legislature
will be more fully shown hereafter, cannot clothe them

with its own authority for this purpose.' Where the people have
located the power, there it must remain and be exercised.

The power not judicial.
power to tax is not judicial.

"

It

is still more manifest that the

It

is the province of the judicial

'

During the second session of the forty-flrst congress, there was much discussion as to what constituted a bill for raising revenue, but nothing was
settled.

In the constitutions of Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Vermont.
"

" State V.

Bentley, 23

N. J.,

533; State v. Flavell, 34 id., 370.

Barlow v. The Ordinary, 47 Geo., 639, 643, per Warner, Ch. J.
' See the next chapter. The legislature cannot confer upon a state board a
discretionary authority to add to the amount which the statute authorizes
Houghton v. Austin, 47 Ual., 648.
to be collected by state tax.
*

3
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power to decide private disputes between or concerning persons,
but of legislative power to regulate public concerns, and to make
" The legislative
^
laws for the benefit and welfare of the state."

judiciary construes the
The legislature must therefore determine all questions
the

makes, the executive executes, and
laws."^

of state necessity, discretion or policy involved in ordering a tax
and in apportioning it ; must make all the necessary rules and regulations which are to be observed in order to produce the desired
returns, and must decide upon the agencies by means of which
" The judicial tribunals of the state
collections shall be made.

That is

have no concern with the policy of legislation.

a matter

resting altogether in the discretion of another coordinate branch
of the government.
The judicial power cannot legitimately question the policy or refuse to sanction the provisions of any law not
^
And it is
inconsistent with the fundamental law of the state."
as incompetent for the legislature to confer the power to tax upon
the judiciary

as

' Sichardson,
*

Marshall,

Ch.

Ch.

upon

If

the executive.*

J., in Merrill

v. Sherburne,

J., in Wayman

v. Southard,

1

N. H.,

199, 204.

10 Wheat.,

1, 46.

ough V. Greenough, 11 Penn. St., 489, 494; Bates v. Kimhall,
Newland v. Marsh, 19 111., 376, 382; Beebe v. State, 6 lud., 501,

Perry,

10

Yerg.,

^Bedfield,

59, 09 ; People v. Supervisors

J., in Powers in

Ch.

re., 25

Vt,

shall

the legislature

of New York,

16

Green-,

See

2 Chip.,
515;

77;

Jones

N. Y., 424,

v.
432

261, 365.

" The court of sessions under the con10
Hardenburg
stitution can only exercise powers of a judicial character.
The legislature
is incompetent to confer upon the court any other powers.
The assessment
of taxes is not a judicial act; it partakes of no element of a judicial character.
It is a legislative act; it requires the exercise of legislative power,
which for certain governmental purposes in the county may be devolved upon
a board of supervisors, but cannot be delegated to any branch of the judicial
Field, J., p. 403. In Heine
department."
Levee Commissioners, 19 Wall,.
bill in equity was filed to compel the respondent to levy tax for
655, 661,
the payment of overdue corporation bonds. The bill was dismissed. Miller, J.,
" Tha power we are here asked to
exercise
the very delicate one of
says,
taxation. This power belongs in this country to the legislative sovereignty,
■■

Kidd,

Cal., 402.

is

a

a

«'.

«.

state or national.

In

the case before us the national

sovereignty has nothing
from the legislature of the state.
concerned, the state has delegated the power to
So far as the present case
that body has ceased to exist, the remedy
the levee commissioners.
in
the legislature, either to assess the tax by special statute, or to vest the power

with it.

The power must

be derived

is

to do

is

If

is

is

in some other tribunal. It certainly
not vested, as in the exercise of an original jurisdiction, in any federal court. It
unreasonable to suppose that the
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abuse its powers and transcend its legislative functions by the enactment of that which is called a tax law, but which is not such
fact, then indeed the abuse may be arrested by the judicial arm

in
;

^

but the interference does not proceed on the idea of any authority
The judiciary inof the judiciary over the subject of taxation.
terposes on the application of any party whose rights are threatened by an unlawful exercise of authority ; and it is immaterial

with whom or what department the unlawful action originates, or
But so long as the legislation is
by what name it is designated.
not colorable merely, but is confined to the enactment of what
is in its nature strictly a tax law, and

long as none of the constitutional rights of the citizen are violated in the directions prescribed for enforcing the tax, the legislation is of supreme authorso

Taxes may be and often are oppressive to the persons and
corporations taxed; they may appear to the judicial mind unjust
and even unnecessary, but this can constitute no reason for judi-

ity.

cial interference.'

It is not only
legislature would ever select a federal court for that purpose.
not one of the inherent powers of the court to levy and collect taxes, but it is
an invasion by the judiciary of the federal government of the legislative
functions of the state government.

It

is a most extraordinary request; and a
consequences no less out of the way of ju-

compliance with it would involve
dicial procedure, the end of which no wisdom can foresee."

Reading etc. R. R. Co., 53 Penn. St., 140, 145. See Gault's Appeal,
33 id., 94; N. Y. & Erie R. R. Co. v. Sabin, 26 id., 243; Wharton v. School
Directors, 42 id., 358; Broduax d. Groom, 64 K. C, 244; Pullen e. County
Commissioners, 66 id., 361 ; McCullough v. State of Maryland, 4 Wheat., 816,
Bank v. Billings, 4 Pet., 511, 563; Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8
428; Providence
Wall., 533, 548 ; Heine ». Levee Commissioners, 19 id., 655 ; People v. Brooklyn, 4 K. Y., 419; Weber v. Reinhard, 73 Penn. St., 370; Sharpless v. Mayor
of Philadelphia, 21 id., 147 ; Bank of Pennsylvania ». The Commonwealth, 19
id., 144; Perkins ». Milford, 59 Me., 315, 318, per Appleton, Ch. J. ; DePauw v.
New Albany, 22 Ind., 204 ; Gibson v. Mason, 5 Nev.; 283 ; Waters i>. State, 1
Gill, 302; Alcorn ». Hamer, 38 Miss., 652, 751; Blackwell on Tax Titles, 4tli
" The courts have no more power to assess, or comed., ch. 1 and cases cited.
mand the assessment of taxes than the legislature has to adjudge or command
Reese, J., in Justices of Cannon County ».Hothe adjudication of lawsuits."
denpyle, 7 Humph., 145, 147. The case was one of an application for mandamus to compel the county court to levy a tax to pay county debts. And see
Delaware R. R. Tax, 18 Wall., 206.
'

'

'

Maltby

v.

See "Veazie

Charleston,

2

Bank

v.

Fenno,

8

Wall.,

533, 548, per Chase,

Pet., 449, 466, per Marshall, Ch.

J. ;

Delaware

Ch.

J. ;

Weston v.

Railroad Tax,

18
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Tax legislation may be colorable merely, either because the
purpose for which the tax is demanded is not a public purpose, or
because of the absence of some other essential element in taxation.
When that is the case, the judiciary is the efficient check, and it

must protect

and protect the public against what,
in such a case, would be an attempt at lawless exactions.^
In some of the states the county courts or county justices are
individuals

But these, although exer-

to make the county levies.

empowered

cising inferior judicial functions, are really administrative boards,
possessing an authority corresponding to that which is exercised
in other states by county commissioners or boards of supervisors.
Their action in ordering taxes is quasi legislative, and governed

by the same rules

other legislative action.
states, also, tax proceedings are reviewed and confirmed by the courts before any sales of property are ordered or
demands conclusively fixed against individuals.
But this again

In

as

some

is not legislative.
the taxpayer, as

Such a review is supposed to be favorable to
it gives him an opportunity to take the opinion

of the court upon the legality of the demand made upon him,
without waiting until the collector comes and seizes his person or
his property. The proceeding is the institution of a suit on behalf of the state against each individual tax-payer or item of
property taxed, and it calls upon the court to apply the law to
the issues which such a suit presents.
Of the judicial nature of
such

a

review no question could well be raised.

Law of the land.

There is

constitutional guaranty which
has come to us from Magna Charta, which declares that no person
a

Wall., 206; Williams v. Cammack, 27 Miss., 209; State v. Bell, 1 Phil.
(N. C),
76, 85; Bridge Proprietors «. State, 21 N. J., 384, 380; S. C. on appeal, 22 id.,
693; Dailey c. Swope, 47 Miss., 367.
'

T3'son

V.

School

Directors,

51

Penn. St..

9 ;

Covington

v.

Southgate,

15

B.

Monr., 491, 498; Tide Water Co. v. Costar, 18 K. J. Eq., 518; Hammett v.
Philadelphia, 65 Penn. St., 146; S. C, 3 Am. Rep., 615; Sedgw. Stat. & Const.
Law, 414. On this clear principle, that the power to tax was legislative and
not judicial, and that the valuation of property for the purposes of taxation
was an incident to the taxing power, it was held in Auditor of State v. Atchison, etc., R. R. Co., 6 Kan., 500, that the supreme court could not be made
an appellate tribunal to review the valuations
the board of county clerks.

of railroad property made by
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stall be deprived of life, liberty or property, except by the judgThe alternative proment of bLs peers or the law of the land.
visions of this guaranty have sometimes been supposed to mean
the same thing, and the guaranty itself to entitle every person to
have any demand made upon him submitted to the determination
Such a construction applied in tax
of a jury of the vicinage.
thorough and radical change in the principles
on which taxation is now supposed to rest. It would cripple the
legislative power, and subject the action of the department whose
function it is to make laws on its own views of the questions of
cases

would work

a

public interest and public policy which the laws involve, to a reIt would not
view and possible reversal at the hands of a jury.
so much strengthen the judicial department as it would weaken
for the courts themselves, though juries sit with
and as a part of them, are compelled to recognize a large degree
Such indeof independence in the action of these assistants.
the legislative

;

pendence is often useful, and never can be seriously detrimental
when a verdict determines a single controversy only ; but to make

juries the assessors of the claims of the state upon individuals,
could only introduce anarchy ; one jury reaching one conclusion
regarding the public needs and the justice of its demands, and
another another, until the state would be without general rule,
and must

fall to pieces from the incurable insufficiency of its gov-

upon as an important provision in a charter of government can never have been
ernment.

Such

a

construction of

a clause agreed

intended.^

It

has long been settled that while one is to be protected

in his

This is now agreed on all hands. See Cruikshanks v. Charleston, 1 McCord, 360; State «. Mayhew, 2 Gill, 487, 497 ; Harper v. The Commissioners,
In Harris v. Wood, 6 T. B. Monr., 641,
23 Geo., 566 ; State v. Frazier, 48 id., 137.
it is remarked that taxes ai'e recoverable not only without a jury, but without
a judge, and the assessment of ministerial oflBcers has been made to operate
as an execution on the citizen, and the collector could distrain, and any public
collector could be subjected to judgment on motion for the amount.
"This
on
a
it
judgment;
issues without a judgment, and it is
process is not founded
for this very reason that it is adopted. The state cannot wait the tedious proIf she were compelled to do this, her honor
cess of getting a judgment.
Hence
might be compromitted, and the rights of her citizens jeoparded.
she clothes her collecting agents with the .power to issue process at once'
which will at once command her means." Per Nishet, J., in Doe v. Deavors, 11
"

Geo., 79, 88.
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" the judgof the land," he is entitled to
ment of his peers" only in those cases in which it has immemoriinterests by the " the

kw

ally existed, or in which it has been expressly given by law. The
clause recited from Magna Charta does not imply the necessity

is,

for judicial action in every case in which the property of the citiOn the contrary, a legislazen may be taken for the public use.
tive act for that purpose, when clearly within the limits of legislative authority, is of itself the law of the land. And an act for

is

as we
levying taxes and providing the means of enforcement
have seen, within the unquestioned and unquestionable power of
therefore the law of the land, not merely
the legislature.^
It
subject was much considered in "Weimer ■». Bunbmy, 30 Mich., 202,
212.
The following
an extract from the opinion
"There are, unquestionably, cases in which expressions have been used im:

is

'This

;

if

;

a

a

man
plying the necessity for common law trial before, in any instance,
can be deprived of his property but thej' will be found on investigation to be
If any court has ever decided
cases calling for no such sweeping statement.
that judicial proceedings are of constitutional necessity in appropriating property under the power of taxation, the case has not been brought to our attenThis would be most extion, and has been overlooked in our investigations.
tax
similar
to our own have
existed
for
the
necessity
systems
traordinary

it

cannot be said that
prevailed ever since our government was founded; and
tax laws are usually so popular as to disarm every person of any legal objections which he might suppose available to relieve him of their burdens. On
the contrary, no laws are contested more vigorously, and with none are people
more critical in looking after defects and infirmities. It may be safely asserted, without fear of contradiction, that if the collection of the revenue could

through legal proceedings, the true principle would not have
discovery, but the wheels of government would long ago
have been blocked by litigious parties until an entirely new system could be
need hardly be said that any new system in which courts
And
substituted.
should be made the administrators of -the revenue would necessarily be so
be made

to so late

it

been left

a

only

it

is

a

it

a

cumbrous, and so subject to impediments and delays, as to make
constitugreat public inconvenience.
tional provision requiring
" There
nothing technical, or, we think obscure, in the requirement that
process which divests property shall be due process of law. The constitution
makes no attempt to define such process, but assumes that custom and law
is. Even in judicial proceedings we do not ashave already settled what
is

lawful process, but we test their action
certain from the constitution what
by principles which were before the constitution, and the benefit of which we
assume that the constitution was intended to perpetuate.
there existed,
before that instrument was adopted, well known administrative
proceedings

If

a

legislative conviction of their necessity, had
which, having their origin in
been sanctioned by long and general acceptance, we are no more at liberty to
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rule to be observed, but in all
the proceedings and all the process -wbich it points out or provides
As has been well
for in order to give the rule full operation.
" the mode of
said,
levying as well as the right of imposing taxes
is completely and exclusively within the legislative power, which,
in

SO

far

as

it lays down

a general

it is to be presumed, will always be exercised with an equal regard
to the security of the public and individual rights and conveniThe existence of government depending on the prompt
and regular collection of revenue must, as an object of primary
importance, be insured in such a way as the wisdom of the legislature may prescribe.
There is a tacit condition annexed to the
ence.

ownership of property that it shall contribute to the public revenue in such mode and proportion as the legislative will shall
direct ; and if the officers entrusted with the execution of the laws

injury of an individual, the common
law entitles him to redress. . But to pursue every delinquent liable
to pay taxes through the forms of process and a jury trial would
materially impede, if not wholly obstruct, the collection of the
revenue." ^ There is no room for the supposition that in a matter
transcend their powers to the

of this public importance,

in collection is always
desirable, and often imperative, dilator}' proceedings of this nature were within the contemplation of the people when consentwhere promptness

infer an intent in the people to prohibit them by implication from any general
language, than we should be to infer an intent to abridge the judicial author-

The truth is, the bills of rights in the Ameriity by the use of similar words.
can constitutions have not been drafted for the introduction of new law, but
to secure old principles against abrogation or violation.
They are conservatory instruments rather than reformatory; and they assume that the existing
principles of the common law are ample for the protection of individual

rights, when once incorporated

in the fundamental

law, and thus secured

against violation.
" We are, therefore, of
necessity driven to an examination of the previous
condition of things, if we would understand the meaning of due process of
law, as the constitution employs

Nothing previously in

the term.

use,

re-

garded as necessary in government and sanctioned by usage, can be looked
upon as condemned by it. Administrative process of the customary sort is
as much due process of law as judicial process.
We should meet a great
many unexpected and very serious embarrassments in government if this were
otherwise."

Taylor, Ch. J., in Cowles
Hagars. Supervisors of Yolo,
'

v.

Brittain,

3

Hawks,

47 Cal., 333, 333.

304, 307 ; Crockett,

J., in
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It is safer, and,
ing to any general provision of the constitution.^
as we believe, more correct, to say that our constitutions have
upon in view of an immemorial practice
and rule of government under which the whole subject has been
entrusted to the legislative department ; and they are to be understood and construed in the light of that practice wherever the
been framed and agreed

people have not expressly undertaken to change it.''
' See Cowles v.

Hawks, 204, 207; State
Cottrell, 5 Mich., 251; High

Brittain,

per NoU,3.; Sears v.
Harper v. The Commissioners,

23

Geo., 566

;

Tift

Allen,

v.

3

o.

v.

3

McCord,

55, 60,

Shoemaker, 33 Cal., 363;

Griffin,

5

id., 185, 191.

Blackwell, in his Treatise on Tax Titles, p. 36, insists that the constitutional
provision we have referred to, renders judicial proceedings requisite iu every
case before an individual can be deprived of his property under the revenue
laws. He concedes, however, that it does not require such proceedings in
the ordinary understanding of the term. " The power to levy a tax," he says,
" properly belongs to the legislative power. The collection of it involves the
The legislature levy the tax,
exercise of judicial and executive functions.
direct that a demand shall be made upon the owner of the land for the tax
=Mr.

is

is

is

if

it,

refused, authorize the collector to seize
and
charged against
payment
the body or goods of the delinquent; and in case satisfaction
not had in the
one or the other of these modes, power
conferred upon the collector to sell
and convey the land itself. Now, before the power to sell the land can exist
under

the law, the fact

of the levy and nonpayment of the tax, the demand,

is

and return of no goods, or that the body cannot be found, must exist. These
facts must be ascertained to exist before the power of sale attaches. Whether
the power to decide the question of delinquency
vested by law in the regularly constituted judicial tribunals, or in those specially instituted for that
is

it

;

the
purpose, or in the collector himself, can make no kind of diflerence
exercise of judicial power, and the officer who sells performs an executive
function; so that in point of fact, the legislative, judicial and executive

Is

is

a

is

?

a

is

a

is

is

is

is

a

a

departments of the government, all aid in the execution of the taxing pow^er.
The legislature declare what facts shall constitute
cause of forfeiture; the
judiciary ascertain the facts, apply the rule of law prescribed, and pronounce
But in this there is surely some confusion of
judgment of condemnation."
terms. Where the statute requires no intervention of the ordinary judicial
tribunals in the assessment and collection of taxes, there
commonly in ths
even quati judicial.
An assessment by values
proceedings very little that
so, and the law generally is framed on that theory, and gives
certainly
parties assessed an opportunity to be heard. But under most of our laws the
subsequent proceedings are purely ministerial. What
there in the nature
county officer, looking over the lists in his office,
of judicial action when
draws off the description of lands not there credited with payment of taxes,
" decision of the
If this
and proceeds to advertise and sell them
quesand
judicial,
tion of delinquency,"
any act of any officer which
to be
judicial also. The sheriff as
step in regular proceedings
performed as

